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Marketing mix place and distribution

No matter how great a product or service is, customers can't buy them unless they're provided with ground or online, or both. This is the role of the place Navigating a product or service to the target customer at a reasonable price and at the right time. P in the marketing mix – to get a
product or service to the target market at a reasonable price and at the right time. Distribution channels must be selected and the physical distribution of goods must be managed. Small businesses can choose direct, retail, wholesale, services or hybrid channels. In general, business-to-
business distribution channels are parallel to those of business-to-consumer (B2C) enterprises. Figure 7.6 Distribution channels Many small companies use direct channel Manufacturers sell products directly to the customer without intermediaries. A direct channel involves selling directly to
the final consumer without intermediariesRetails and wholesalers working between the manufacturer and the consumer to facilitate certain distribution processes. (retailers and wholesalers, also known as intermediaries) in this process. The direct channel provides close contact with the
customer and full control of all aspects related to the marketing of the company's products. Sugar & Fi Sweet Shop in East Haven, Connecticut (winner of Cupcake Wars 2010 on Food Network 2010) uses the direct channel as well as the local farmer when selling fruits and vegetables to the
local population. Michael Dell started selling computers from his dorm room, and the founders of Nantucket Ners started their business by selling their fruit drinks to shipbuilders in Nantucket Harbor. Many sellers from B2B also use the direct channel. Consolidated Industries, for example,
sells helicopter parts directly to Sikorsky aircraft and parts of the airline directly to Boeing. (See Chapter 5 Business Plan for more information on consolidated industries, Inc.) Sugar Oven &amp;Sweet Shop (click to see video) The story of food network winner 2010 Cupcake Wars Service
companies use the direct channel because there is no way to do otherwise. Services are performed and consumed simultaneously, so there is no role for intermediaries. Tanning salons, repair services, legal services, real estate and medical services all deliver directly to the user. Online
services are delivered directly to the end user, such as Carbonite and Legal Zoom. The Internet has increased opportunities for small businesses to use the direct channel as the only way to distribute or as an additional sales channel. For example, Vermont Teddy Bear in Shelburne,
Vermont, uses the Internet as its main sales channel. Its only other channel is its ground-based factory tours, which are offered all year round. Vermont Teddy Bear (click to see the video) How the company started and how it grew. Now he's making 5,000 bears Many small businesses may
choose to produce or products and distribute them to retailers for sale. This is considered to be an indirect channelWhen a retailer and/or wholesaler is an intermediary between the manufacturer or manufacturer and the final consumer. because the retailer is an intermediary between the
manufacturer or the manufacturer and the final consumer. If a small business that makes handmade picture frames sells its frames to a film frame, which in turn sells frames to its customers, it would be an example of using the retail channel. An online business that sells products made by
several manufacturers or manufacturers will also use the retail channel and will be called e-tailer. YouReality Retail Visualization Product (click to view video) A new software product that allows customers to interact with products in their own space – really, really cool. While selling through
retailers can extend distribution to the targeted small business market, businesses need to give up some control over pricing and promotion. In addition, the business should expect to receive from the trader a wholesale price which is significantly lower than that which it would receive if sold
directly to the final consumer. WholesalersA (large or small) business that sells to retailers, contractors or other types of enterprises, but not to the general public. are also intermediaries. A wholesaler is a large or small commercial activity which sells to retailers, contractors or other types of
undertakings (excluding holdings) but not to the general public (or at least not to a significant extent). A small company that chooses to use wholesalers also uses an indirect distribution channel. Using a wholesaler makes sense when a business makes a product that it wants to sell in many
stores that would not be easily or conveniently accessible through a direct channel or through the retail channel. For example, Kathleen King's small baked goods company (now known as Tate's Bake Shop) earns much of its annual revenue from wholesale distribution of its baked goods to



roughly a00 gourmet stores on Long Island, in New York and other states. Her products can be viewed online at www.tatesbakeshop.com, and her story - including some valuable business lessons she learned along the way - can be viewed in Note 7.107 Video 7.17. Tate's Bake Shop
(click to see video) Kathleen King's story about the gastronomic baked goods business and some important business lessons. Although any small business that uses wholesalers will see a decrease in profit, there are several advantages to the overall advantage. For example, wholesalers
can sell and advertise to more customers at a lower price, they can deliver faster to shoppers as wholesalers are closer to them, and products, thereby reducing costs and risks to their suppliers and customers. Small enterprises that produce only one or more products usually use the of
distribution. Outlets cannot place orders from small businesses because it is not known. The wholesaler may place the product in front of them. Small Business can choose a multi-channel distribution system (or hybrid channel)Two or more distribution channels to reach one or more
customer segments that offer customers multiple purchase and communication options.. This channel option uses two or more distribution channels to reach one or more customer segments, offering customers multiple purchase and communication options. The multi-channel approach
offers three important advantages: greater market coverage. More customers can shop in more places for a company's product, and customers who buy on more than one channel are often more profitable than customers with one channel. Lower channel price. Selling over the phone or
online is cheaper than selling through personal visits to small customers. More personalized sales. Technical commercial forces can be added to sell more sophisticated equipment. The hybrid approach works well for small businesses. Tate's Bake Shop sells directly through its store in
Southampton, New York and online. It sells indirectly to gourmet retailers such as Sugar and Spices in Chappaqua, New York, through its wholesalers. Local restaurants also use a multi-channel approach when customers can order online or over the phone and then pick up the food at the
restaurant. Physical distribution (logistics)All activities related to the physical flow and storage of materials, semi-finished and finished goods to customers in a way that is efficient and cost-effective. includes all activities related to the physical flow and storage of materials, semi-finished
goods and finished goods to customers in an efficient and cost-effective manner. Logistics may be carried out by the manufacturer or by the manufacturer, intermediaries or customer. The solution for the right logistical solution may be the differentiator that puts the company ahead of the
competition. Logistics is relevant for both online and companies on the territory of the land. Logistics costs can account for up to 10-35% of the company's gross revenues, so any money that can be saved can lead to more affordable products for consumers and higher profitability. Costs will
vary from several factors (e.g. sector, company location and company size). Retailers offering a wide range of products will spend more on logistics as transport and storage costs increase as the number of products shipped increases. Logistics (click to see video) UPS Commercial: We
Love Logistics. A funny look at what logistics is. Logistics includes the following four main functions: transport, put-away, inventory control and order processing. Transport. a small company will determine whether the products will arrive at their destination in good condition and on time.
Transport costs will be the price of the product. The choice includes truck, rail, air, water and pipeline. Table 7.1 Characteristics of different modes of transport compares these possibilities. Choosing the best mode or combination of transport modes depends on a variety of factors, including
price, speed, expediency for the type of good, reliability, and accessibility. All these things will affect customer value and customer satisfaction. Table 7.1 Characteristics of different modes of transport Percentage of total cost of transport stone, cement, oil, grain, timber and car truck 28
Higher perishables, clothing, furniture and appliances pipeline 16 Low low oil, gas, chemicals and coal as semiconductor water 13 High low content of coal, stone, cement, oil, grain, and air 0.4 high jewelry , perishable, electronic, wines and spirits *Small enterprises are presented in each of
the given product examples. Storage. Producers and producers must store the goods before they are sold, as production and consumption rarely coincide. Some stocks may be stored at or near the point of production or production, but the remainder is located in warehouses. Some
warehouses also offer installation, packaging and promotional display construction services... all for a fee, of course. Stock control. Stock controlSpouse that the goods are where customers want them when they want them. that the goods are where customers want them when they want
them. In other words, it's about avoiding a situation outside stocks that annoys customers. Small business owners need to understand how much inventory will be needed to respond promptly to the needs of their customers and at an appropriate price (pricing strategy). High stocks are
undesirable because they can lead to outdated products, depressed sales of new models and liquidation prices that can change customers' expectations in the future. Small businesses need to think of inventory as a waste: it doesn't improve over time and actually becomes less valuable
every day – taking up space and leading to heat, light, powerful, handling and interest. Every day that displays inventory and no sales will also show profit. The aim is to keep the warehouse as low as possible. Processing orders. Every small business should want to shorten the expired time
between receiving, delivering and paying the order. Although there are usually a few steps that are related, the reality is that the longer the cycle, the lower the customer satisfaction, the higher the company's costs and the lower the company's profits. Streamlining the process should be a
priority. There are a few things small businesses can do to increase the efficiency and efficiency of logistics. For example, a can choose an industry-specific logistics company (e.g. wine or clothing) as this company will be able to products or use small business logistics services from UPS or
FedEx. Logistics management also includes supply chain management. This is the focus of Chapter 11 Supply Chain Management: you better get it right. For small businesses that sell online or hope to sell online, the company web page puts the product or service in the hands of the
customer. As a result, there are several decisions that need to be made to facilitate the process so that customers can have a good online experience and be less likely to abandon their shopping carts and leave the site without making a purchase. Better sorting and searching. Make it
easier for shoppers to find what they're looking for. Multibrand combinations in one cart. If several brands are transported, allow to combine shopping carts in brands and apply promotions throughout the cart. Clarity of price and delivery rate. Delivery prices and prices must be clearly
indicated without ambiguity. Multiple payment options. Offer more than credit cards. (See Chapter 4 E-business and e-commerce to discuss payment options.) Verification options. Do not require the customer to register before completing the order. Provide a product search engine. The
larger and more complex product choices, the more the demand for the product. Buyers can search by product name; type of product; price; product attributes, such as color, size or material; or brand, either alone or in combination. Two clicks to buy. The smaller the number of clicks to buy,
the greater a buyer's chances of doing just that. Customer support. Offer customer support during the purchasing process. Make it easy to communicate with a real person; indicate the company's warranty, refund and refund policy; ensuring privacy and security; and notify shoppers if you
place cookies on their computers. Running orders. Ideally, send an email to each customer confirming when the order is completed, remind the buyer to print the order details and provide a tracking number with a direct link to the carrier's website so that the customer can track the progress
of the shipment. Giving up the shopping cartIt's a website without buying any of the items in the shopping cart. Trolley abandonment estimates range from 20 percent to 60 percent. Understanding why shoppers abandon their trolleys should lead to serious thinking during the design and
operation of the website. Table 7.2 Why online shoppers abandon their shopping trolleys provides examples of why shoppers are abandoning the purchase. Since delivery is the number one reason shoppers abandon their shopping trolleys, I think very carefully about what they will be Fees.
Table 7.2 Why Online Shoppers Abandon Their Shopping Trolleys High Shipping Charges 46% Wanted to Compare Store 37% No Money 36% 36% to search for a coupon code 27% I wanted to shop offline 26% Can not find preferred payment option 24% Item is unavailable when paying
23% Can not find customer support 22% Concerned about credit card data security 21% Key Takeaways Find out that the place is to receive the product or service for the target market where customers want it when they want it and at a reasonable price. Small businesses can choose
direct, retail, wholesale, wholesale, services or hybrid channels or any combination of these channels. In general, B2B distribution channels parallel to those of B2C business. The direct channel includes the sale to the final customer without participating intermediaries. Service companies
use the direct channel only because services are performed and consumed at the same time. The retail channel is considered indirect as the retailer is an intermediary between the manufacturer or manufacturer and the final consumer. The wholesale channel is also an indirect channel. The
wholesaler shall be located between the manufacturer or manufacturer and the retailer. A multi-channel distribution system (hybrid channel) uses two or more channels to reach one or more customer segments. Logistics is related to the receipt of materials, semi-finished goods and finished
goods of customers efficiently and efficiently. They may be processed by the manufacturer or by the manufacturer, intermediaries or customer. Logistics includes solutions related to warehousing, transportation, stock control and order processing. These decisions are relevant for both online
and law-based companies. Sites play an important role in putting goods and services in the hands of customers. It is important to reduce the number of customers abandoning their shopping trolleys (i.e. leave the website without purchasing the items in their shopping carts). Abandoning the
shopping basket is common among online retailers. Buyers abandon their trolleys for various reasons, the most important being high transport charges. Exercises In the App (Chapter 16 App: Sample Business Plan), you'll find frank's All-American BarBeQue business plan. This plan looked
at several possible places for a second restaurant. Frank and Robert consider several factors in evaluating alternative cities as possible places. Some of these included population size, average income, travel time and population percentage. Based on the data, they chose Darien,
Connecticut. Do you agree with the decision? Why or why not? Do you think other factors should be taken into account? If yes, what would you recommend? Suppose you own a small business that specializes in the gift basket for children. So far, you're happy with your success, but you're
eager to spread your wings. You sell both online and ground and have received several notes from potential online customers expressing your disappointment at distributing the baskets gifts only in the New England area. You have decided to find what logistics would be related to sending
shipments to San Francisco, California; Dallas, Texas; Chicago, Illinois; and Anchorage, Alaska. Discuss the transport mode(s) that will best suit your company for each area. Visit Levenger, Carbonite and ZipCar. How do these small companies get their products or services in the hands of
the customer? Think broadly and creatively. Creative.
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